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Abstract

This thesis introduces the US–Russia relations since the end of the Cold War, with special focus on the period following the Ukraine crisis. The purpose of this thesis is to address the impact of the contemporary crisis in Ukraine on the US-Russia relations. It reveals the hidden mechanism behind the contemporary crisis in Ukraine and identifies the extent by which the Ukraine crisis affects the Obama-Russia’s ‘reset.’ The impact of the crisis on Obama-Russia’s reset is measured by presenting and analyzing the US response to the crisis and the extent to which the US and Russia are cooperating on other issues than that of Ukraine. The result of this thesis indicates that Ukraine crisis did not bring an end to Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia.
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Chapter I: Introduction

Many political scholars and analysts anticipated that the end of the Cold War would provide the United States and Russia with new opportunities to cooperate and to establish friendly relations.¹ Yet, despite several mutual initiatives from successive American and Russian leadership to establish close national tie with one another after the end of the Cold War, such attempts were doomed to fail. In other words, at the beginning of the Clinton administration, the US and Russia appeared to maintain a friendly relationship. Clinton promised to support Russia’s political transformation and Yeltsin declared his commitment to transform Russia into a market democracy, which was one of the Clinton administration’s major goals.² However, this friendly relationship soon ended, in 1999, with Russia’s disappointment by Clinton’s decision to expand NATO alliance which was exacerbated by Clinton’s decision to use force against Yugoslavia, and which Russia described as an unjustified use of force. During the first few years of Bush’s presidency, the US and Russia regained ties on reasonably cooperative terms.³ Post 9/11 attacks, the Russian President Putin sympathized with the Bush administration and called for US-Russian partnership to combat terrorism, offering broad support for the US operations in Afghanistan.⁴ However, two years later, relationship between the US and Russia deteriorated as Putin opposed the US war on Iraq, NATO’s expansion, and the 2008 color revolution in Ukraine and Georgia, which was perceived as a US product.

In 2009, Barack Obama became the US president. During the first two years of Obama's administration, improvement in the US–Russia relations was publically demonstrated. From 2009 to 2011, relations between both governments were significantly warmer than they had been.

in the later years of the Bush presidency.\(^5\) The Obama administration claimed a number of significant successes and mutual cooperation with Russia in terms of international security, economic, and social issues. For example, in 2009, the US and Russia agreed on a greater cooperation in Afghanistan by allowing land and air transit for the US military through Russia, and by signing the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START) April 2010, was considered as a major success of the Obama’s ‘reset.’\(^6\) Moreover, the US established strategic partnership with Russia on the issue of Iranian nuclear programme. Russia, also, supported the additional sanctions against North Korea nuclear test, established through UN Security Council. These mutual measures have been considered as another prominent achievement of the Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia.\(^7\) Although security concerns was a predominant objective of the Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia, other areas were also addressed, including civil nuclear cooperation, and the signing of the US–Russia 123 Agreement as well as other economic issues that gave Russia access to the World Trade Organization (WTO). More generally, it has been argued that all the alleged achievements of Obama ‘reset’ is a product of the Bilateral Presidential Commission (BPC), the coordinating group for bilateral cooperation between the two governments, which was announced in Moscow in July 2009.\(^8\) Such cooperation reflected the mutual interests of each side and the shared experience of the two administrations in organizing the business of the two countries.


However, in 2012, beginning of Obama’s second term administration and the return of Putin to the Russian Presidency witnessed a setback in the US-Russia relations, ending Obama’s aspiration for first term ‘reset.’ Many differences have emerged between Obama and Putin on several issues, including Syria, Georgia, and the role of NATO. In addition, a number of pundits cite the 2013 crisis in Ukraine as the most serious dilemma, which turns the tables of the Post-Cold War relationship between the US and Russia. In the late 2013, a crisis has been erupted in Ukraine between the pro-Russian government and the pro-Western political movement, resulting in the toppling of pro-Russian government in Kiev. Putin, instantly, provided pro-Russian rebels, in Eastern Ukraine, with the needed military aid. In March 2014, the US and its Western allies responded by imposing limited economic sanctions on Russia in order to deter Putin from expanding in Eastern Europe and invading Ukraine; yet, Putin retaliated and annexed Crimea. In July 2014, the US and the EU agreed to impose broader economic sanctions on Russia. However, Putin, again, retaliated and restricted Russia’s imports of food and agricultural products from the US and all the other Western states that impose sanctions on Russia.

Many political scholars emphasize that the crisis in Ukraine did escalate the tension between the US and Russia as both governments attempt to shape and manipulate events in Ukraine in their own interests. Their relationship became more competitive rather than cooperative in solving the Ukraine crisis. On one hand, “Maidan was cheered on by the United States and the EU, which clearly sought advantage from it against Russia.” The United States perceives Ukraine’s potential alignment with the EU and NATO as a victory. On the other hand,

---

Russia considered Ukraine’s membership in the EU or NATO enlargement on Russia’s borders as a direct threat to its national security.\textsuperscript{14} In addition, the absence of pro-Russian government in Kiev implied that Russia would lose its influence on Ukraine and on the region, in turn; consequently, Russia, quickly, invaded Eastern Ukraine and annexed Crimea in order to maintain its national security and reinforce its regional influence. The purpose of this thesis is an attempt to address the impact of the contemporary crisis in Ukraine on the US-Russia relations.

**Research Problem**

This research addresses the US–Russia relations since the end of the Cold War, with special focus on the period following the Ukraine crisis. During the Post-Cold War era, although the two countries may have learned to cooperate on some issues, the US-Russia relationship may be described as “restricted engagement with elements of rivalry rather than cooperation.” Since 2012, differences between the two countries gradually widened and Obama’s first term publicized ‘reset’ faced various challenges in establishing mutual trust between the two powerful nations. Today, many political scholars consider the crisis in Ukraine as the most serious in Europe since the end of the Cold War, which seriously frustrated the US-Russia ‘reset.’ Since early 2014, the Russian aggression in Eastern Ukraine and the US response to events in Ukraine raised serious concerns about and doubts in the Obama ‘reset’ with Russia. Thus, the problem, which this thesis is concerned with, is the crisis in Ukraine and its effects on the US-Russia relations.

**Research Question**

This research is an attempt to present the US-Russia relations in the post-Cold War era. In addition, it intends to reveal the hidden mechanism behind the contemporary crisis in Ukraine and to identify the extent by which the Ukraine crisis affects the Obama-Russia’s ‘reset.’ The impact of the crisis on Obama-Russia’s reset will be measured by presenting and analyzing the US response to the crisis and the extent to which the US and Russia are cooperating on other issues than that of Ukraine.

---


Hypothesis

Many political scholars argue that although signs of tension in the US-Russia relationship had appeared with the beginning of Obama’s second term administration and Putin’s return to Russia’s presidency, the Ukraine crisis accelerated the deterioration in the relation. Analysts describe the Ukraine crisis as Obama’s failed ‘reset’ with Russia. However, my hypothesis emphasizes that crisis in Ukraine should not be, casually, labeled as the end to Obama’s ‘reset’ of undoing tensions with Russia. This is because the US and Russia have other mutual interests to unify them. In other words, although Russia appears to challenge the US-led global order through invading Eastern Ukraine and annexing Crimea, Obama remains keen to preserve the ‘reset’ of undoing tensions with Russia because the US is still in need of Russia’s help on many other serious contemporary issues, such as stabilizing the situation in Syria and withdrawing US equipment from Afghanistan through Russian territory. In addition, although the Ukraine crisis has resulted in a suspension of several projects planned under the US-Russia Bilateral Presidential Commission (BPC), the two countries have a lot of mutual security interests. They continue to collaborate on the issue of Iran’s nuclear program and to cooperate with each other in their crack down on ISIS.
Literature Review

This literature review explores the three dominant themes of the research problem, which are the US-Russia relations in the Post-Cold War era, Ukraine crisis, and Obama’s ‘reset’ policy.

Angela Stent’s book, “The Limits of Partnership: U.S-Russian Relations in the 21st Century,” published in January 2014, presents a comprehensive background of the US-Russian relations since the end of Cold War till late 2013. Stent explains that the US-Russian relations have experienced four ‘resets’ since the end of Cold War. At every ‘reset,’ the US president seeks to maintain close ties with the Russian president, but such attempts eventually end in disappointment. At the beginning of the book, Stent raises a question of why “has it been so difficult to develop a productive and more predictable post-Cold War U.S.-Russia partnership?” Stent then proceeds to explain that despite being criticized for not supporting Russia economically, the first President Bush preferred to adopt a cautious ‘reset.’ The second ‘reset’ witnessed a wide range of cooperation between Bill Clinton and Boris Yeltsin and by the end of Clinton’s term, “cooperation and competition coexisted [between the US and Russia], albeit in fluctuating proportions.” The third ‘reset’ was initiated by the Russian President Putin, who called for US-Russian partnership on combating terrorism post 9/11. However, two years later, this cooperative relation witnessed a relapse. Concerning the current fourth ‘reset,’ Stent states that Obama, mistakenly, “decided from the beginning to take Medvedev at his word and act as if he was the de facto as well as the de jure leader of Russia, who wanted to make Russia a more modern society based on the rule of law.” Thus, from the beginning of the reset, Obama announced to support Russian Civil Society; yet, this ‘reset’ failed to maintain a stable relationship and to unify their efforts in resolving the global challenges, such as the Syrian crisis. Stent concludes her book by declaring that, at every ‘reset, the US president seeks to find the key
which would unlock the door to better US-Russia relations, but “so far no one has found the key.” Thus, this research aims to find the lost key of Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia.

Zbigniew Brzezinski, in his book entitled “The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy and its geostrategic Imperatives,” presents a geopolitical interpretation of the global challenges. Even though it has been published in 1997, Brzezinski’s book is considered a blueprint for the geopolitics of Europe and Central Asia. It explains why Ukraine is so important for the world’s Great powers. Throughout the book, readers realize that Russia and, to lesser extent, China are the two major potential rivals who can threaten the US global interests. If any of the two manage to gain regional superpower, it would not only restrict the US interests in Central Asia, but also endanger the US oil interests in the Persian Gulf. Brzezinski divides the world into two factions; namely, the geopolitical players and geostrategic pivots. He defines these geopolitical players as states that pursue their interests beyond their borders and may be rightly considered as potential US rivals, such as Russia and China. Brzezinski, also, mentions the ‘geostrategic pivots,’ referring to states that have no influence at the global order nonetheless they play a crucial role in the rise of these geopolitical players. These geostrategic pivots are “states whose importance is derived not from their power and motivation but rather from their sensitive location and from the consequences of their potentially vulnerable condition for the behavior of geostrategic players.”

Ukraine is one of these states listed among these geostrategic pivots, which play a pivotal role in the emergence of Russia as a regional superpower. Brzezinski states, “Ukraine, a new and important space on the Eurasian chessboard, is a geopolitical pivot because its very existence as an independent country helps to transform Russia. Without Ukraine, Russia ceases to be a Eurasian empire.” “However, if Moscow regains control over Ukraine, with its 52 million people

---

and major resources as well as access to the Black Sea, Russia will automatically regain the wherewithal to become a powerful imperial state, spanning Europe and Asia.” Through this book, this research tries to analyze why the contemporary crisis in Ukraine is considered as a major challenge to Obama-Russia’s ‘reset’ and to reveal the hidden mechanism behind today’s US-Russia tension in Eastern Europe.

Andrew Wilson’s book, “Ukraine Crisis: what it means for the West,” published in 2014, is another good reference, which offers a comprehensive overview on the 2013 Ukraine revolution. From Wilson’s point of view, Vladimir Putin and Viktor Yanukovych are the two main instigators of the Ukraine’s crisis. He argues that the Ukraine crisis erupted in reaction to Yanukovych’s violation to all the formal and informal rules of the Ukrainian politics, in order to maximize his personal power and wealth. In addition, Wilson considers Putin’s annexation of Crimea as a political opportunism rather than an outcome of a long-term strategy. He explains that the revolution in Ukraine threatened the stability of Putin’s own rule. Consequently, Putin invaded Eastern Ukraine and annexed Crimea in order to ensure his own political survival. However, Wilson seems to disregard the wave of protests spreading to the regions. He is more concerned with the domestic factors of the crisis than with the international ones and treats Ukraine as an independent state isolated from international influence. Thus, Wilson’s book is useful for this research in order to present the domestic level of analysis of the crisis.

Colin Dueck’s book, entitled “The Obama Doctrine: American Grand Strategy Today,” is one of the most recently published work that describes how Obama’s doctrine was built and formulated. Dueck argues that although Obama’s doctrine was often ambiguous, its major objective is more concerned with the domestic realm than with the international realm. Dueck

adds that Obama’s doctrine aims to decrease American international military intervention in order to avoid detracting money, time, and focus from his very ambitious domestic reform agenda. Although Dueck praises Obama’s achievements and considers him one of the greatest American presidents, he criticizes his approach of disengagement, especially on nuclear and terrorist issues. He argues that, on a global scale, his disengagement approach is viewed as a mark of weakness. On one hand, this book is adopted in order to assess Obama’s ‘reset’ and to identify the goals of his administration. On the other hand, this research analyzes Obama’s response to Russia’s aggression in Ukraine in relation to the major objectives of Obama’s doctrine.

The major themes introduced in the reviewed literature are mostly concerned with describing the rise and fall of the US-Russia relations and the reasons behind the failure of US presidents to maintain friendly ties with Russia in the post-Cold War era. The themes, also, present narratives of the Ukraine crisis and Obama’s doctrine. However, this research reveals some contemporary concerns that may induce US-Russia cooperation and may assess the durability of the Obama-Russia ‘reset’ despite the tension in Ukraine.
Theoretical Framework

This research applies the theory of structural realism, including the offensive and the defensive approaches, in order to analyze state behavior at the global level. Theory of structural realism would also help us understand the contemporary US-Russia tension and analyze the US and Russia’s responses to the 2013 Ukraine crisis. Structural realists argue that states are concerned about the balance of power and hence compete over gaining or maintaining power. For structural realists, it is the structure of the international system that forces states to seek power. It does not matter whether a state is democratic or autocratic; structural realists treat states as ‘black boxes.’ In other words, all states are alike but differ in the amount of power they possess.20 Structural realism presents five major assumptions that explain why states pursue power, which are:

1. Great powers are the major actors, operating in an anarchic system.
2. All states possess some offensive military capability; thus, each state has the capability to inflict some damage to its neighbors. This capability varies and changes over time.
3. State can never be certain about other states intentions. States cannot determine whether other states are revisionist states, which would use force to alter balance of power or status quo states, which are satisfied with the balance of power and unwilling to change it.
4. Survival is state’s ultimate goal. States seek to maintain their survival through maintaining their territorial integrity and the independence of their domestic politics.
5. States are rational actors, aware of the external environment.21

---

In other words, structural realism emphasizes that states, as unitary rational actors, fear each other and understand that they operate in a self-help world. In addition, states cannot be certain about other states’ present and future intentions; thus, they realize that the best way to maintain their own survival is to maintain a certain level of power. Therefore, security dilemma emerges. This means that an increase in one state’s security often takes at the expense of other state’s security. Moreover, structural realists assume that states are concerned with relative gains rather than absolute gains. In other words, states that pursue absolute gains are indifferent to other states, whereas states that pursue relative gains are concerned with maintaining a high level of capability relative to the others; consequently, cooperation is hard to attain especially among states that are aiming to improve their relative position.

Through applying structural realism to the contemporary US-Russia tension in Ukraine, we may notice some sources of security dilemma in the US-Russia relations. In other words, based on a structural realism perspective, the US and Russia are considered as two unitary rational actors competing in an anarchic world. We can also assume that because Russia possesses offensive military capabilities, it intervened in Eastern Ukraine and annexed Crimea. Thus, security dilemma emerges because Russia’s expansion in Eastern Ukraine would increase its influence on Russia’s near abroad and would decrease the US influence. In addition, Russia’s invasion to Eastern Ukraine and annexation of Crimea present a challenge to existing global order. Although analysts cannot determine whether Russia is a revisionist or a status quo state, yet it could be argued that the US is a status quo state seeking to maintain its global position against Russia’s rising power. Besides, regardless of the EU involvement in the conflict, the US, as a superpower operating in an anarchic world, remains to be the major actor responding to Russia’s aggression in Eastern Europe. Moreover, even though cooperation between the US and

---

Russia over resolving the crisis in Ukraine may be hard to predict because Russia seeks to increase its *relative* gains in the region, while the US is determined to maintain its foothold in Eastern Europe, it is nevertheless plausible to believe that cooperation between Russia and the US may still be inevitable in their collaborative fight against ISIS terrorist groups.23

In general, there is a disagreement among structural realists about how much power is enough. On one hand, offensive realists argue that states pursue ‘maximization of power’ and its ultimate goal is to be a hegemon. On another hand, defensive realists contend that states should only seek ‘appropriate amount of power.’

*Offensive Realism: John Mearsheimer*

Offensive realists emphasize that any state tends to pursue maximization of power till it achieves hegemony. State, as a rational actor, realizes that in order to maintain its survival, it should be the strongest. Aiming for regional hegemony, states rival one another in order to maintain a tight grip on the region. Mearsheimer assumes that the best way for a state to ensure its survival, in an anarchical international system, is to gain power at the expenses of other states. For him, maximization of power is not just a means to achieve state’s survival but it is an end in itself. In addition, states cannot foretell how much power is needed to secure their goals now or in the future, since states’ capabilities change over time. Realizing this fact, states become keen about achieving hegemony today and each state adopts the same logic; consequently, security dilemma and power struggles emerge. Moreover, Mearsheimer argues that states usually prefer *buck passing* than balancing coalition. This means that states prefer to get other states to bear the burden of checking the opponent, while they remain on the sidelines rather than form a balancing coalition with them.

---

It could be assumed that Russia has been acting in the same way that offensive realists predict. It is obvious that under the Russian president Vladimir Putin, Russia has progressively turned to be more assertive at the global level. Mearsheimer argues that Putin, readily, intervened in Eastern Ukraine, specifically in the Crimean peninsula, “a peninsula he feared would host a NATO naval base, and worked to destabilize Ukraine until it abandoned its efforts to join the West.”

Ukraine’s alignment with the EU and NATO is considered as a direct threat to Russia’s security. In other words, EU’s expansion and NATO enlargement means an increase in the US influence and dominance in the region at the expense of Russia’s influence. Thus, unsurprisingly, Putin in his own turn intervened in Eastern Ukraine, seeking maximization of power and regional hegemony.

*Defensive Realism: Kenneth Waltz*

Defensive realists argue that states can only seek ‘appropriate amount of power’ not maximization of power due to three major reasons. First, defensive realists assume that if any state becomes too powerful, balancing will occur. In other words, even though states, as unitary actors, would use their capabilities in order to improve their positions in a competitive international system, such attempts are likely to be countered by other states that are similarly motivated. When one state appears to be a potential hegemon, other states would ally, forming a balancing coalition against this potential hegemon, leaving it less secure or even destroy it.

Second, defensive realists argue that there is always an “offence-defense balance,” which determines the possibility and capability of conquering a territory or defeating a defender. Waltz emphasizes that it always ends in the favor of the defenders’ side. To illustrate, States care too much about their *status quo* and about the balance of power in the global system. As a result,

---


they recognize that an offender’s attack would lead to a shift in powers and so intervene to support the defender side in order to maintain their status quo. Third, defensive realists assume that the conquest is the loser due to nationalism. That is to say, after an offender conquers a state, it remains faces popular resistance; thus, its losses would far outweigh its gains.

The US response to Russia’s aggression in Ukraine may be sufficiently based on a defensive realism perspective. To illustrate, Obama’s administration tends to prefer forming a balancing coalition with the EU to resolve the Ukraine crisis than to escalate direct military confrontation with Russia. Based on a defensive viewpoint, the US might be more concerned with maintaining its global status quo than with maximizing its power. In addition, we can hardly predict US military intervention in Eastern Europe because it would face pro-Russian and anti-American population resistance. Thus, Obama may have recognized that the benefits of maintaining the status quo of his ‘reset,’ of undoing tensions with Russia, far outweigh its loss.

Furthermore, both offensive and defensive realists agree that nuclear power has little utility for offensive purposes, except if one side in the conflict possesses it. This is because when both sides of the conflict have it, neither benefit from striking first. Accordingly, we may assume that even though direct military confrontation between the US and Russia is possible in Ukraine, it is not likely because both of them possess nuclear weapons and both would be reluctant to escalate confrontation to a nuclear level.

To sum up, applying the structural realist perspective enables us to assume that Russia adopted an offensive approach in order to maintain its influence in the region while the US in turn responded defensively in order to maintain its ‘reset’ of undoing tension with Russia and its pragmatic interests.
Significance of the Study

➢ This research attempts to present a broad explanation of the rise and fall of the US-Russia relations in the post-Cold War era.
➢ It seeks to discover the origin of the contemporary crisis in Ukraine and to analyze the US and Russia approaches toward the crisis.
➢ It reveals the reasons behind the contemporary US-Russia tension in Ukraine.
➢ It examines and identifies the consequences of the Ukraine crisis on Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia.
Chapter II: US-Russia Relations in the Post-Cold War Era

Close ties between the United States and Russia could be observed prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union in their joint opposition to Saddam Hussein invasion to Kuwait. Both states announced the destruction of all their tactical battlefield of nuclear weapons, which indicated a collapse of the Soviet Union and the birth of cooperative threat reduction relations. In fact, many political scholars and analysts expected that the collapse of the Soviet Union, in 1991, would provide the United States and Russia with new opportunities to establish a cooperative relationship. Indeed, after the fall of the Soviet Union, the US and Russia engaged in what many scholars refer to as a ‘necessary partnership.’ However, they still competed over reshaping the world politics. The fall of the Soviet Union made the US perceive itself as the only unchallenged superpower, while Russia perceived itself as the winner of the Cold War because it succeeded in removing the threat of nuclear war.

In the Post-Cold War period, during both the Bush and Clinton administrations, the US policy toward Russia tended to integrate Russia into the Western-based international system. In other words, the US administration perceived Russia’s integration, with its geographical location and demographical capacity, into the Western world as a catalyst to the internal reform of the Post-Soviet states. It would also unify Russia’s interests with those of the Western leading states. Simultaneously, Russia appeared to be willing to liberate itself from the Soviet ideology, to establish a democratic political system, and a free market economy (but this did not happen and remained to be a lost opportunity in US-Russia relations). Nevertheless, the post-Cold War years have witnessed the rise and fall of the US-Russia relations. Indeed, the US-Russia relations cycled twice, during Bush and Clinton administrations, between hopefulness and despair.

Bill Clinton and Boris Yeltsin

In 1993, Clinton took office and sought to establish a friendly relationship with Russia. Not only did Clinton like Yeltsin, but he also supported his policies. Both US President Clinton and Russia President Yeltsin showed their interests in creating an effective US-Russia partnership. Transforming Russia into a market democracy and ensuring arms control can be considered as the major objectives of Clinton’s administration. The friendly ties initiated by Clinton and welcomed by Yeltsin, were paved by the US support to Yeltsin’s commitment to modernize the Russian state and economy and transform Russia into a market democracy. In April 1993, at a summit meeting in Vancouver, “President Clinton promised the Yeltsin government $1.6 billion in new grants and loans.”27 In July 1993, the US announced additional $1.8 billion economic assistance for Russia and the former Soviet republics. Clinton-Yeltsin cooperation, also, included issues other than economic matters. For example, in June 1994, the US and Russia signed a Cooperation on Space Station that provided Russia with participation in International Space Station activities.28

In addition, nuclear nonproliferation and arm control could be considered as another major concern for both Clinton and Yeltsin especially after the dismantling of the Soviet Union. This is because Russia was no longer the only state that had control over the whole Soviet nuclear inventory. The Moscow summit of January 1994 emphasized issues of arms control and nonproliferation of nuclear weapons. Both Clinton and Yeltsin agreed to cooperate to prevent nuclear proliferation and to halt the spread of weapons of mass destruction, particularly on the Korean peninsula and the Middle East. In fact, in November 1994, after almost two years of negotiations, Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan finally agreed to adhere to the

Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF). The following month, the four countries formally ratified ‘START I.’

By the beginning of 1995, and despite the publicized cooperative relationship, disagreements between Clinton and Yeltsin erupted. Clinton opposed Russia’s aggression in Chechnya and Russia’s nuclear sales to Iran. Similarly, Yeltsin opposed US intervention in Bosnia and NATO enlargement. Clinton-Yeltsin friendly relation soon deteriorated as the US planned to expand NATO into Central Europe. In other words, in a Post-Cold War world, Russia perceived NATO as an inefficient alliance as long as the Warsaw Pact collapsed with the fall of the Soviet Union; nevertheless, NATO continued to expand and integrate Post-Soviet states. In 1994, Clinton approved NATO enlargement in Prague, which induced Yeltsin to warn of a ‘Cold Peace.’ As Rutland and Dubinsky explain, the US wanted NATO enlargement as an insurance policy in case Russia ‘Went bad.’ Although the US supported the NATO-Russia Founding Act, which created a Permanent Joint Council in Brussels, in 1997, and although the US agreed on Yeltsin’s invitation to attend the Group of Seven (G-7) annual meeting, Russia remained offended by NATO enlargement. Yeltsin was disappointed by Clinton’s approval on NATO expansion in former Warsaw Pact states, especially, after Poland, Hungry and the Czech Republic, joined NATO in 1999. In fact, deterioration in the US-Russia relation intensified after the US decision to use military force against Yugoslavia, which Russia considered as unjustified use of force that serves the US interest of reinforcing its influence in Central Europe and exposing Russia’s inability to face US military might.

** START I was first proposed in the early 1980s by President Ronald Reagan, requiring the United States and the Soviet Union to reduce their deployed strategic arsenals. The agreement’s entry into force was delayed for several years and finally signed in July 1991. START I reductions were completed in December 2001 and the treaty expired on December 5th, 2009.
George Bush and Vladimir Putin

By the end of Clinton’s administration, planned reform failed in Russia, Russia’s economy faced financial crash in 1998, and US-Russia relations turned from bad to worse. Condoleezza Rice, Bush foreign policy and national security advisor, accused the Clinton administration of wasting the IMF funds on Russia without evidence of reform, claiming that the US should concentrate on security rather than economic and political issues in Russia. She argued that the US security is ensured by Russia strengths not weaknesses. She states, “American security is threatened less by Russia's strength than by its weakness and incoherence.”

Regarding the first few years of Bush’s presidency, the US and Russia stayed on reasonably cooperative terms. Yet, much improvement in the relations was not witnessed until Bush and Putin’s meeting in Slovenia in June 2001, where Bush declared his intention to re-build a relationship with Russia that is based on mutual respect and pledged to support Russia’s entry in the World Trade Organization (WTO). Simultaneously, Putin announced that both presidents established a relationship based on mutual trust. He referred to the US president as a ‘partner’ and described Bush as “a nice person to talk to.”

Furthermore, the 9/11 attacks represented another turning point in the US-Russia friendly relationship. Post 9/11 attack, Putin was the first president to Call Bush and offers his condolences, severely condemning terrorism. During this period of time, Putin was still involved in the Chechen war and perceived 9/11 attacks as a solid evidence for his repeated warnings against the threat of radical Islamism. He, also, supported the US campaign against the Taliban

Regime in Afghanistan. In November 2001, both presidents released a joint statement declaring that, in the Post-Cold War legacy “neither country regards the other as an enemy or threat.”

With this new cooperative spirit, in May 2002, Bush signed the Strategic Offensive Weapons Reduction Treaty in Moscow, which “mandated that the United States and Russia reduce their strategic nuclear weapons to between 1,700 and 2,200 warheads by December 31, 2012.”


However, 2003 marked a setback in the US-Russia relations. Such deterioration appeared in Putin’s opposition to the US war in Iraq in addition to Putin’s disappointment by the ‘color revolutions’ in Ukraine and Georgia, which he considered as a US product. The US invasion to Iraq, despite the repeated warnings from the international community, induced Russia to consider the US as an unreliable ally. In addition, the “US-backed opposition movement swept Mikheil Saakashvili to power in Georgia’s ‘Rose Revolution’” in 2003 followed by the “Orange revolution” in Ukraine in 2004, and “Tulip Revolution” in Kyrgyzstan in 2005 were all seen by Russia as part of the US plan to weaken Russia’s influence on the post-Soviet states and surround Russia’s borders with pro-Western states.

Moreover, by the beginning of year 2007, Putin intensely escalated his rhetoric after the US revealed plans to establish antimissile bases in Poland and the Czech Republic. He warned to withdraw from the Conventional Armed Forces in

---

Europe (CFE) Treaty and the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty.\textsuperscript{39} By late 2008, the US-Russia tension escalated and was exacerbated by the US strong opposition to the Russia-Georgia conflict and by the US intervention to support Georgia against Russia’s aggression.\textsuperscript{40} By the end of Bush administration, US-Russia relations shrunk and mutual distrust prevailed. The United States abrogated the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty and Russia suspended the Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty.\textsuperscript{41}

Generally speaking, “during the eight years of the post-Cold War period (during both the Bush and Clinton administrations), the US policy toward Russia was based on the premise that Russia could be integrated into the Western-based international system.”\textsuperscript{42} On one hand, the US perceived that Russia’s integration in the Western world would lead to Russia’s internal reform and would eventually stimulate transition in the post-Soviet states. In addition, integrating Russia in the Western world was presumed to unify Russia’s interests with those of the Western world and establish friendly ties with the Western leading states. On the other hand, international political and economic cooperation in addition to political integration in managing the international system and accessing international markets were all good incentives for Russian political, economic, and social actors.

However, both Clinton and Bush administrations failed to maintain an efficient long-term friendly relationship with Russia. They failed to meet the promises of the post-Cold War relations. The US policy of NATO enlargement was always ambiguous. In other words, NATO’s role in Eastern Europe was never clear enough especially since the collapse of the Warsaw Pact.

Besides, NATO’s enlargement contradicts the US basic premise of Russia’s political integration in Western world. NATO enlargement inflamed the feelings of Russian nationalism and Russia does not seem to give up its great power status quo.
Obama’s ‘Reset’ with Russia

By the end of the Bush administration, “the US-Russia relations reached a nadir unprecedented in the Post-Cold War era.”

However, in 2009, Obama came to office determined to ‘reset’ relations with Russia. The main idea behind Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia is to leave all the former disagreements behind, eradicate the Cold War mentality, and re-establish a new mutual friendly relationship. Obama emphasized his intention to establish an engagement with the Russian government through pursuing common interests in addition to establishing a direct engagement with the Russian society and facilitate broader contacts between American and Russian business leaders and civil society organizations. The purpose is to promote economic interests, enhance mutual understanding between the two nations, and advance universal values.

There are several interests of the Obama administration in improving ties with Russia, which was first described by US Vice President Joe Biden, at the February 2009 Munich Security Conference, as “pressing the reset button.” These interests are principally driven by three goals which are heightened urgency of resolving the Iranian nuclear question, the need of additional transport routes into Afghanistan to support US larger military presence and a return to a more multilateral approach to ensure nuclear security and to strengthen nonproliferation regime.

Other broader administration’s objectives, such as climate change challenge, energy security, and health, also, requires US improvement ties with Russia. Between 2009 and 2011, the Obama administration claimed a number of significant successes in improved cooperation.
with Russia, not only on the international security level, but also on the economic and social level. Such cooperation was observed in the establishment of the Bilateral Presidential Commission (BPC), which handled both states economic and social cooperation.

However, by the beginning of Obama’s second term, in 2012, the US-Russia relations have intensely deteriorated. Crisis in Ukraine was the main factor that triggered a new rivalry though not the primary cause of the deterioration in Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia. In fact, differences between Obama and Putin over Libya, Syria, and Georgia had emerged much earlier than did the Ukraine crisis.

Barack Obama and Dmitry Medvedev

During the first term of Obama's administration, improvement in the US–Russia relations was publically demonstrated. In the first two years of the Obama administration, relations between Obama and Medvedev were significantly warmer than they had been between Bush and Putin. Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia stimulated improvements in concrete cooperation and mutual rhetoric. A number of significant achievements of Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia were acknowledged in terms of international security as well as economic and social issues. The US-Russian agreement on a greater cooperation in Afghanistan, in 2009, by allowing land and air transit for the US military through Russia is one of Obama’s achievements. The signing of the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START), in April 2010, was also considered a major success of Obama’s ‘reset.’\textsuperscript{46} Russian officials pointed out that the so-called “New START” treaty “reflects a new level of trust between Moscow and Washington,” which would

lead to a higher level of cooperation between both countries.\textsuperscript{47} Similarly, Russian President Medvedev described the treaty as a “win-win situation,” where there are no winners and no losers and agreed that it leads to a new level of bilateral cooperation based on mutual respect and predictability.\textsuperscript{48} Moreover, building strategic partnership on the issue of Iranian nuclear programme and Russian support for additional sanctions against North Korea nuclear test, established through UN Security Council, have was considered as other significant achievements of the Obama ‘reset’ with Russia.\textsuperscript{49}

Although security was one of the major concerns of the Obama ‘reset’ with Russia, other areas were addressed on equal footing. These included civil nuclear cooperation, through the signing of the US–Russia 123 Agreement. It also included economic issues, such as giving Russia access to the World Trade Organization (WTO). These accomplishments complemented by the Bilateral Presidential Commission (BPC), the coordinating group for bilateral cooperation between the two governments, announced in Moscow in July 2009. They reflect the interests of each side and the shared experience of the two administrations in organizing the business of the two countries.\textsuperscript{50} In a brief analysis, the success of the ‘reset’ seemed “more the result of a desire by both leaders to shed past ideological disagreements in favor of a more pragmatic approach to relations, based upon mutual benefit.”\textsuperscript{51} Neither Medvedev made promises about Russian

\textsuperscript{47}Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, quoted in “Russia Lauds Nuclear Pact—But Reserves Right to Withdraw,” AFP, April 6, 2010; and Presidential National Security Aide Sergei Prikhodko in “Kremlin Views Arms Treaty as Move to Greater Cooperation with USA—Aide” Interfax, April 6, 2010.


democratic reform nor did Obama appear to link the destiny of the US-Russia ‘reset’ to the Russian domestic politics.

*Barack Obama and Vladimir Putin*

Obama 2nd term administration sought to maintain the ‘reset’ over the next four years. Obama claimed that the ‘reset’ produced unprecedented achievements referring to the ‘New Start’ treaty, the cooperation with Russia in Afghanistan and Iran, the 123 Agreement, the establishment of the BPC, and the Russian membership in the WTO after 19 years of negotiations; however, two major issues remained unsolved, namely, “the failure to reach an agreement on cooperation on missile defense and Congress’s refusal to rescind the 1974 Jackson–Vanik Amendment and grant Russia permanent normal trading status as WTO rules demand.”

In addition, Angela Stent, a senior fellow in Foreign Policy and director of the Center for Eurasian, Russian and East European Studies at Georgetown University, explained that Russia remained resentful because “the United States never took seriously the need to redesign Euro-Atlantic security structures after the Georgia War and largely ignored President Dmitry Medvedev’s 2009 proposal to create a new, legally binding Euro-Atlantic super-treaty,” which the US believed would restrict NATO’s ability to operate effectively.

Moreover, by early 2012, with the beginning of Obama’s second term administration and the return of Putin to the Russian Presidency, the US-Russian relations retreated ending the hopes of Obama’s first term ‘reset.’ Many differences emerged between Obama and Putin on several issues, including missile defense plans, Libya, Syria, Georgia, and the role of NATO.

On one hand, the US sharply criticized Russia’s violation of human rights and punished Russia

---


by restricting the Russian access to the US visas and US business opportunities.\(^5^4\) In addition, Obama canceled a planned bilateral summit with Putin in Moscow in September 2013 after Putin’s decision to grant asylum to Snowden.\(^5^5\) On the other hand, Russia did not renew the Nunn-Lugar cooperative threat reduction program, which targeted dismantling Russia’s nuclear and chemical weapons. It, also, resisted the US intervention in Russia’s internal affairs and cut back the cooperation with the US NGOs. Furthermore, the upheaval in Syria created further ideological division. The US felt responsible to protect and provide humanitarian intervention while Russia stressed on state sovereignty and non-intervention. Besides, Russian officials claimed that the United Nations had exceeded its mission in Libya. They criticized the way in which Libyan president Muammar Gadhafi was killed and were wary of the government that succeeded him. This reinforced Putin’s refusal to take action against the Syrian regime.\(^5^6\) By late 2013 and early 2014, the US-Russia relations reached its lowest threshold, where both governments accused each other of being responsible for the upheaval in Ukraine.

To sum up, unlike Clinton and Bush, Obama had nothing to do with Russia’s internal reform. He dealt with a political and economic system that Russia had already developed for almost two decades earlier. After almost six years of US-Russia confrontation, Obama sought to establish a required ‘reset’ based on pragmatism and respect. The ‘reset’ was mainly built, during Obama’s first term, around the personal friendly relationship between Obama and Medvedev. However, when Putin returned in office, during Obama’s second term, the major element of the ‘reset’ had been devastated. The Obama administration might have been too short-sighted or too


idealistic and placed a “clearly risky bet on Medvedev” while framing the ‘reset.’\footnote{Paul J. Saunders. “Why Obama’s ‘Reset’ With Russia is Failing.” \textit{The Atlantic}, March 7, 2012. Available on <http://www.theatlantic.com/international/>. Retrieved on July 2, 2015.} However, for Obama’s administration, maintaining ‘reset’ with Russia is always a priority even after the return of Putin to the Russian presidency. Russia was considered a crucial potential partner on various grounds, from international security to global climate challenges. Both states may not share common goals, but they remain to share common threats, such as combating terrorism. Thus, Obama’s administration tried to separate issues and keep disputes from precluding cooperation on other areas.
Chapter III: US-Russia Tension over Ukraine Crisis

The Ukraine crisis represents another major dilemma in the US-Russia relations since Russia-Georgia conflict in 2008. “Russia occupied Georgia, a NATO candidate, in 2008 and officially recognized two breakaway regions threatening Georgia's territorial integrity [and] five years later, Russia threatened the territorial integrity of Ukraine, another NATO candidate,… annexing Crimea and supporting separatists in the Eastern part of the country.”58 In 2014, the US and its Western allies criticized Russia’s annexation of Crimea and intervention in Eastern Ukraine. They accused Russia of being responsible for the contemporary upheaval in Ukraine. Nevertheless, the US and its NATO alliance, to larger extent, may share the same responsibility for today’s upheaval in Ukraine as Russia. In other words, the US and NATO alliance have to admit that their response to Russia’s 2008 aggression in Georgia might have been too weak to deter Russia, today, from resisting and opposing the NATO alliance in Ukraine.

The Origin of the 2013 Ukraine Crisis

The major cause of the 2013 Ukraine crisis lies in the ongoing clash of interests between the Western world and Russia, which can be observed since the Russia-Georgia War in 2008. In other words, the Russia-Georgia War terminated the possibility of NATO expansion to include Georgia and Ukraine. On one hand, post Russia-Georgia War, the West sought to connect Ukraine economically and politically with the EU by establishing the Eastern Partnership program in 2009.59 On the other hand, Russia tried to induce Ukraine and other post-Soviet states to join its flagship project of a customs union, which energized in 2009 leading to the

establishment of Eurasian Economic Union Treaty in 2014.\textsuperscript{60} It was not a re-birth of the Soviet Union but rather an establishment of a Russia-led community that includes Ukraine. President Putin seemed committed to his major prospect of “Greater Europe from Lisbon to Vladivostok,” which he first outlined in 2010 and considered Ukraine as a vital element in this geopolitical prospect.\textsuperscript{61} However, for both the West and Russia, Ukraine has always seemed to be a ‘zero sum game’ that is hard to influence and to control. To illustrate, from 2010 to early 2014, Ukraine was ruled by President Viktor Yanukovych who manipulated between the West and Russia. In domestic affairs, Yanukovych brought hopes for the West. In November 2013, he abruptly suspended his political and economic association agreement with Russia and signed an agreement with the EU. However, in December 2013, he accepted a generous financial and economic package from Russia.\textsuperscript{62}

In November 2013, the President suspension faced a mass protest in central Kiev, which soon turned into a public protest known as Maidan. The Maidan expanded and encompassed many western Ukrainians, who called for Ukrainian national identity and independence even from Russia and the post-Soviet legacy. By the end of November, Ukraine had witnessed an unprecedented violent protest. Ukrainian police moved and beat protesters. In addition, Ukrainian oligarchic groups, who were not inspired by Yanukovych and his cabinet, supported and financed the Maidan, targeting early presidential elections and the overthrow of Yanukovych. Shortly after President Yanukovych lost control over the western part of Ukraine, as police refused to disperse the protesters and local councils threatened a general strike.\textsuperscript{63}

During this period of time, as Dmitry Trenin, director of the Carnegie Moscow Center explains, the US administration was not prepared for the Ukraine crisis. It was preoccupied by the upheaval in the Middle East and by other regional issues, such as the Iranian nuclear program. However, the US always supported pro-Western movements in Ukraine. It has always sought the establishment of a pro-Western government in Ukraine that served its ideological and geopolitical interests. Thus, the US usually resisted the establishment of any pro-Russian government in Ukraine.

Yet, by mid-February 2014, the crisis in Ukraine aggravated and reached its final scenario. Yanukovych police turned to face the Right Sector force, a group formed in 2013 and came under the single command of the group’s leader, Dmitry Yarosh. The group was known for its radical actions and neo-Nazi ideology and vigorously took part in ousting Ukraine’s President Viktor Yanukovych in February 2014. Yanukovych stopped his police advance and entered in negotiations with opposition leaders about potential governmental concessions. Yanukovych signed a deal, sponsored by French, German and Polish EU Foreign Ministers, with the opposition leaders, in which he vowed not to declare a state of emergency, and acceded to demands for a new coalition government and early presidential elections. However, the deal was rejected by the Maidan, who called for the president immediate resignation and resulted in President Yanukovych surrender on February 21, 2014. Eventually, Yanukovych fled from Kiev, the police disappeared from the streets, and the Maidan celebrated victory.

---

Russia’s Offensive Action

Russia used to perceive Ukraine as a fragile, unreliable, and, to some extent, a foreign state. Putin “considers Ukraine to be an artificial and inherently unstable geographic concoction whose future existence within its current borders is uncertain.”"65 Therefore, the consequences of the Ukraine 2013 demonstrations and evolution were most traumatic for Russia. In other words, today, Ukraine turned to be a state led by Pro-Western nationalists, who threaten the Russian influence in the region, especially, if Ukraine sought NATO membership. Russia’s relations with Ukraine were based on its interaction with the President Yanukovych; yet, after his downfall, such interaction was replaced by offensive retaliation. Putin in his own turn adopted offensive strategies in order to block Ukraine-NATO alignment and maintain Russia’s influence on the region.

Putin’s main objective from being offensive is to hinder Ukraine from joining NATO alliance and hence keep it in the Eurasian integration project, which has been one of the ultimate goals in Russia’s agenda since the collapse of the Soviet Union. On March 1st, Mr. Putin demanded the upper house of Russia’s parliament “to grant him the right to use military force in Ukraine.”"66 Although no direct Russian military intervention took place or crossed the Ukrainian borders, Russia had put psychological pressures on the new government of Kiev and deterred any potential Western intervention. In addition, on March 18, 2014, a treaty was signed in Moscow to incorporate Crimea and the city of Sevastopol into Russia."67 Putin sought annexation of Crimea in order to reinforce the pro-Russian population control over the local government.

against the post-Yanukovych leaders. As Trenin clarifies, Putin annexed Crimea seeking the establishment of a new federal settlement in Ukraine, expecting a complete domination of the country by Kiev and Western Ukraine and, consequently, obstructing any potential NATO expansion.

Moreover, in the regions of Donetsk and Luhansk, during early May 2014, referendums were held declaring their own independent republics. Although he did not militarily intervene to support them or show his willingness to annex them to Russia like Crimea, Putin announced his support to these separatist groups in Donetsk and Luhansk.\(^68\) However, the Donetsk and Luhansk attempts to break away from the new government in Kiev have not been materialized. In addition, the interim government of Kiev launched “Anti-Terrorist Operation” in response to the events in eastern Ukraine, including the so-called “Donetsk People’s Republic (DPR)” in Donetsk and Luhansk. This resulted in a large number of casualties on both sides and provoked a humanitarian crisis.\(^69\) During this time, Moscow refused to recognize the new government in Kiev and described it as a “fascists” that threatens Russians in Ukraine. In contrast, the US and its Western allies publically demonstrated their support to the new government in Kiev.\(^70\) Regardless of the diplomatic efforts between Putin and Obama over resolving the humanitarian crisis in Ukraine, Moscow continued to support the pro-Russian separatists militarily.

On May 25, 2014, free and fair presidential elections were held in Ukraine, leading to the victory of Petro Poroshenko, one of the Ukrainian oligarchs who supported the Maidan protest. Yet, the majority of voters in the Donetsk and Luhansk could not vote in their local voting


stations. Sooner or later, Putin could not ignore the Ukrainian presidential election, while resuming his relations with Kiev under the new circumstances.

Putin’s attitude and reaction towards the Ukraine crisis seems to be properly based on offensive realism. He responded offensively to an attempt of Ukraine to join NATO. From an offensive realism perspective, Putin used his military capabilities across Russia’s borders in order to tighten and maintain Russia’s sphere of influence because it could not ensure other states’ intentions. In other words, he did not trust the core reasons behind the Ukrainian revolution and feared potential EU or NATO enlargement. In addition, Putin militarily intervened in Ukraine to protect the pro-Russian population. Like offensive realists, he did not believe that international law would secure weaker states and so he would willingly violate other states’ sovereignty if Russia’s security interests were at stake. Russia could be also adequately described as a *revisionist state* which employs its force to change the Western international order. Russia’s aggression in Ukraine was nothing but a resistance to the Western World. It did not target change in the outcomes, but a change in the rules of the game. Russia did not accept either the EU or the US rules, but it sought to impose new rules on the West.
The US Defensive Response

Russia’s aggression in Ukraine and its annexation of Crimea was met with instant condemnation by the US and its Western allies. The West perceived Russia as an invader and therefore excluded Russia from the G8 Group. The US and its Western allies restricted their relations with Russia and NATO limited its cooperation with Russia. In fact, “Western leaders suspended their bilateral summits with Putin, but they soon started to make exceptions.”71 The United Nations General Assembly voted on the Crimean referendum and the result was that 100 nations refused to recognize the outcome and only eleven approved.72 The Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) suspended activities related to the accession process of the Russian Federation to the OECD.73

The US rhetoric regarding Russia grew harsher. In his January 2015 State of the Union address, Obama declared that “today…Russia is isolated with its economy in tatters. That’s how America leads—not with bluster, but with persistent, steady resolve.”74 The US National Security Strategy released in February 2015 was that “Russia’s violation of Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity—as well as its belligerent stance toward other neighboring countries—endangers international norms that have largely been taken for granted since the end of the Cold War.”75 In addition, the US and its Western allies imposed various levels of sanctions

---


on Russian officials and on the industrial sector, targeting Russian cessation from Ukraine. A series of economic sanctions crashed the Russian stock market, devaluated the Russian currency, moved out huge capital, and turned off investors. Concerning Energy relationships, Trenin explains that although Russia used to maintain a strong energy relationship with Europe, which was vital for the Western economies, the US with its European allies obtained energy diversifications away from Russia. Militarily, Trenin argues, Russia returned to be an adversary of the West and NATO returned to its Cold War mission of ‘Keeping the Russian’s out.’ Temporary deployment of Western troops seems to turn into a NATO permanent base and NATO’s ballistic missile defense is currently installed in Europe, targeting Russia’s nuclear forces.

Unlike Russia, the US responded defensively to the Ukraine crisis. In other words, the US response to Russia’s aggression in Ukraine may be, adequately, based on a defensive realism perspective. Obama’s administration was not willing to adopt any offensive military reaction in southern Ukraine against Russia anytime in the near future. It recognized that military intervention in Ukraine would have adverse consequences and that economic sanctions would inflict far more damage on Russia than military intervention. From a defensive viewpoint, the US might be more concerned with maintaining its global ‘status-quo’ than with maximizing its power. We can hardly predict US military intervention in Eastern Europe because it would face pro-Russian and anti-American population resistance. In addition, Obama’s administration considered that a balancing coalition in resolving the Ukraine crisis would be more effective than escalating direct military confrontation with Russia. It preferred working with allies like the EU and NATO who would collaborate to impose economic and military sanctions on Russia.

In a brief analysis, the current confrontation between Russia and the West was briefly experienced in Georgia, in 2008. Russia considered Georgia an integral part of its sphere of influence. However, NATO ignored Russia’s interests in the region and underestimated Russia’s ability to prevent the Georgians from joining NATO alliance. Thus, NATO failed to reassure the Georgians and to provoke Russia. It failed to deter Russia to oppose the West in Georgia. Consequently, we may argue that NATO’s failure during the Russia-Georgia crisis paved the way for the Ukraine crisis and induced Russia to oppose the West in Crimea. Today, within the framework of the Ukraine crisis, the world seems to be divided again into three parts, Russia in the East, south Caucasus and Ukraine in the Middle, the US and NATO member states in the West. Great power rivalry has reappeared in form of economic sanctions instead of traditional political warfare.

Chapter IV: US-Russia Relations beyond Ukraine Crisis

In 2009, US President Barack Obama came to office, determined to improve relations with Russia. He enlisted Russia as a major ally in encountering global security threats. Therefore, Obama administration’s ‘reset’ with Russia targeted certain key security issues, namely, arms control, gaining Russian support for U.S. pressure on Iran nuclear proliferation, and for the US effort in Afghanistan. Apart from security concerns, Russian cooperation proved to be vibrant in issues other than security threats, such as energy security initiatives and the transport of US supplies and equipment from Afghanistan. Yet, the marked improvements in the relations between both states during Obama’s first term witnessed a relapse since early 2014 due to tension in Ukraine. The Obama-Russia ‘reset’ was seriously questioned.

It has been generally presumed by International Relation analysts that it was mainly the US-Russia tension in Ukraine that brought an end to Obama-Russia ‘reset.’ Yet, both the US and Russia proved that they managed to accomplish some pragmatic bargains in pursuit of mutual interests regardless of their tension in Ukraine. This has been emphasized by the Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov who declared that regardless of their tension in Ukraine, both the Russian President and the US President had a pragmatic discussion about specific issues that would necessitate cooperation and exchange of benefits. Lavrov with the US Secretary of State John Kerry had similar discussion on a larger scale, which he wouldn’t call it “a new reset,” but a “realization of the need for normalcy,” Lavrov added. Syria, ISIS, and Iran are three major areas that represented a cooperative relationship between the US and Russia and continuation of Obama’s ‘reset’ post-Ukraine crisis.

US-Russia Cooperation in Syria

Cooperation between the US and Russia in Syria was one indicator of the continuation of the Obama-Russia ‘reset’ despite the Ukraine crisis. A significant point about Syria is its different response to the wave of Arab Spring. This difference could be traced back to the historical background of mutual distrust between Syria and the West.\(^8\) In fact, Syria considered itself as the Arab protector who resisted the US support to Israel and sponsored terrorist movements, which targeted the removal of the state of Israel. In addition, Syria was always influenced by the former Soviet regime. Although the upheaval of the Arab Spring from Morocco to Yemen gave the Syrian street a cause to improve their situation, and to ask for more freedoms and for more political participation, yet, the Syrian authorities reacted brutally instead of accommodating the Pro-democracy protesters.

Another explanation for the different Syrian response to the Arab Spring is the international dimension. The Syrian regime was solidly backed up by powerful supporters, such as Russia. In fact, Russia maintained several interests in Syria that reinforced its control in the Middle East region and hence had no real motive to support pro-democracy movement in Syria and risk its interests. Consequently, Russia resisted any pressure from the UN Security Council against the Syrian regime. Furthermore, it has been alleged that the absence of the US and Western support led to the deterioration of the conflict in Syria. However, the US responses though often ambiguous, seen to reflect US interests in supporting the contemporary Syrian upheaval as part of the US plan to undermine El Assad regime that blocked US interests in the region.

On the other hand, the absence of the US support to the Syrian pro-democracy movement referred to as the ‘moderates,’ induced the Islamist groups, which are armed, trained, and

financed by el Qaida and other private backers in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf, to claim a leading role in the battleground. Moreover, the Syrian military use of the chemical weapons against civilians in August 2013, prompted an international diplomatic effort between the US and Russia. In fact, both the US and Russia had mutual interests in resolving the Syrian crisis because Syria turned to be a battlefield for terrorism and a threat to the West in general and to Russia in particular.

As a result, during 2014, the US sought the Russian support in order to exert pressure on El Assad regime to dismantle his chemical weapon arsenal. In fact, Russia preferred to exercise pressure on Bashar so as to avoid direct confrontation with the US military operations in Syria. In April 2014, backed by the US and Russia, the OPCW-UN Joint Mission confirmed “the delivery of a further shipment of chemical weapons material.”\textsuperscript{81} The operation removed and destroyed up to 92.5\% of chemical material in the country. Therefore, the shared interests of both the US and Russia to put Syria’s arsenal beyond use represented a new feature of US-Russia engagement in resolving the Syrian crisis regardless of their tension in Ukraine.

US-Russia Cooperation in Combating ISIS

ISIS was another issue of mutual concern between US and Russia, despite their tensed relations over Ukraine. In late 2014, the US and Russia renewed their security cooperation to combat the Islamic State (IS, formerly ISIS) militant group. The threat of ISIS made cooperation between the US and Russia indispensable because neither the US nor Russia could face ISIS unilaterally.

Later, during the annual meeting of the United Nations in 2015 disagreement over how to combat ISIS in Syria erupted between Obama and Putin. Obama called for the removal of Assad regime and the pursuit of ‘managed transition,’ while Putin cautioned against the removal of Assad regime, considering it a grave mistake. Putin declared that the power vacuum in Iraq and Syria has been filled by this terrorist group (ISIS) and combating it could only be achieved with the solid cooperation of El Assad regime.

However, despite their differences over Syria’s leadership, both leaders regard ISIS a global threat that needs to be clogged because “If [they] do not go after ISIS, it will go after [them].” They agree on the need for cooperation in order to defeat ISIS. By October 2015, the US and Russia signed a deal that would regulate the operations of both states’ air forces in Syria. The deal is known as “The Memorandum of Mutual Understanding between the Defense Ministries of Russia and the United States on preventing incidents and providing for aviation flights during operations in Syria.” The agreement targeted minimizing the risk of incidents of

---

both states’ airstrikes in Syria.\(^8^5\) As many officials declared, this deal could be evaluated as a step forward in the mutual cooperation between both states in their war against ISIS and in Syrian crisis. Thus, regardless of the current differences, Obama and Putin have been pushed to work together to deal with a common threat.

US-Russia Cooperation in Iran

Iran’s nuclear proliferation was yet another mutual concern that required US and Russia’s collaboration, despite the Ukraine crisis. For almost two decades the US enlisted Russia as key partner in encountering the global security threats, mainly the nuclear programs of North Korea and Iran. In fact, one of Obama’s administration main objectives was to obtain Russian support for preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons in North Korea and Iran. On one hand, Russia’s support seemed indispensable because all Iranian and North Korean missiles and nuclear materials were “either Russian missiles or depend on key components from Russia.”\(^86\) In addition, Russia maintained close ties with Iran and with the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). Therefore, the US seeks to make use of Russian influence on North Korea and Iran in order to discourage the nuclear program of DPRK and Tehran.\(^87\) On the other hand, Russia seeks the US global leadership role in the issue of nuclear non-proliferation because “it is not in Moscow’s best interest to have nuclear weapons spread to its near abroad.”\(^88\) Indeed, Russia recognizes that Iranian or DPRK nuclear program represents a major threat to Russia’s territory and its regional interests.

Thus, regardless of their tension in Ukraine, the US and Russia continue to share a common interest of preventing the nuclear program of North Korea and Iran. In fact, since President Hassan Rouhani took office in Iran in 2013, global effort has been made to reach a final deal on Iran’s nuclear program. After almost 20 weeks of negotiations in Vienna July 2015,


a final deal was reached between the group of six world powers (China, France, Russia, the UK, the US, and Germany) and Iran. This deal prevented Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons. This deal could have never been reached without US-Russia cooperation. In an interview with The New York Times, Obama admitted that despite their conflicting interests in Ukraine, “Russia was a help on this [Iranian deal]” and this deal would not have been achieved “had it not been for Russia’s willingness to stick with [the US] and the other P5-Plus members in insisting on a strong deal.” Therefore, despite a division over the Ukraine crisis, the US and Russia remain to have a common interest of preventing Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons.

While Obama-Putin cooperation gained momentum in Syria, ISIS, and Iran, it remained minimal in Ukraine, where Putin acted offensively while Obama responded defensively. In the following section, an international level of analysis is applied in order to illuminate the factors that play a role and influence the contemporary US-Russia relations.

---

Analysis of Contemporary US-Russia Relations

While Obama-Putin cooperation seems to be high in Syria, ISIS, and Iran, it remains to be low in Ukraine. This section presents an international level of analysis of the contemporary US-Russia relations. To a limited extent, domestic and individual levels of analysis are, also, applied in order to identify the role that Russia and US leadership and domestic pressures play in influencing each state behavior at the global level.

International Level of Analysis

Although Obama-Putin cooperation is viable in some global issues, such as combatting ISIS in Syria and halting Iran nuclear program, US-Russia cooperation in Ukraine remains to be unpredictable in the near future. The US-Russia differences in Ukraine present a historical Russian resentment to a global order that imposed on it since the end of Cold War. To clarify, post WWII, the world was dominated by two major superpowers, namely the United States and the Soviet Union, therefore, creating a bipolar order. From late 1945 till early 1990s, the US has sponsored the creation of a liberal global order, which contained the expansion of the Soviet Union communist order. The US managed the establishment of multilateral cooperation, collective security alliances, such as NATO, and the implementation of the rules of liberal international institutions. During this period, the US-led liberal order prevented global wars and provided Western democracies with economic growth and development. This induced many Western non-democratic states to achieve democratic transition and to integrate themselves in the US liberal system that resulted in the collapse of the Communist system of the Soviet Union and the triumph of the US liberal order. The Post-Cold War era presented another turning point in the global order, a shift from bipolar to a new polycentric order led by the United States.
The end of the Cold War period also witnessed the emergence of a new European order, which is represented in “a highly developed system of mutual interference in each other’s domestic affairs as well as security based on openness and transparency in the context of the European Union (EU).” This EU context rejects the notion of sovereignty and military intervention to resolve state conflicts while promotes economic interdependence in Europe. Though, Putin’s annexation of Crimea indicates his refusal of the European order. To illustrate, in the Post-Cold War period, it was the Soviet Union and not Russia that pursued integration with the EU. Ivan Krastev, a Bulgarian political scientist, explains that “unlike the Soviet Union, post-Soviet Russia was a separatist project, which explains Moscow’s strong defence of sovereignty. Russia’s understanding of sovereignty is a rather narrow one, according to which sovereignty is not so much a right as a consequence of power. Only great powers can be really sovereign. Sovereignty does not mean a seat in the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) … [but] economic independence, military strength and cultural identity.” He adds, “Russia’s foreign policy in the first two decades after the end of the Cold War was a strange mix of conservatism and resentment.” Russia views itself as a status quo power because it was a superpower during the Cold War period and maintained a permanent seat in the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) in the post-Cold War period. Therefore, Russia is resentful because the post-Cold War European order is built in the Western institutions, such as NATO and the EU.

Another point worth noting is that since the end of the Cold War, the US has adopted a policy of containment towards Russia. The US has relied on NATO to balance the power with Russia in Europe. In 2009, Obama revealed a new missile defense system, known as the European Phased Adaptive Approach (EPAA). The US claims that the NATO missile defense

---

shield targets the protection of the US and its allies from missile attacks by Iran and North Korea. 91 However, NATO’s US-led missile defense system has always been considered as a major threat to Russia. “The Kremlin has always disliked the NATO missile defense system because it is perceived as a means to strengthen Western political control over Russia’s backyard.”92

In fact, over the recent years, Putin declared his resentment towards deployment of NATO’s missile defense system on Russia’s borders. He considered it a US plan to undermine Russia in order to be a world hegemon. Moreover, Putin warned that Russia would response to the US-NATO missile defense system. In an interview to the Swiss media recorded on July 25, 2015 in St. Petersburg, Putin said that since the US withdrew from the ballistic missile defense treaty and began to create a missile defense system, “we immediately said: we will be obligated to take reciprocal steps to maintain a strategic balance of power,” adding that “we are doing this for ourselves, to ensure the security of the Russian Federation, but we are also doing it for the rest of the world, because this strategic stability ensures the balance of power.”93 This statement sufficiently explains Putin’s logic behind being offensive in Ukraine, which is precluding Ukraine’s integration in NATO’s missile defense system and challenging the European order while broadening Russia’s influence at the regional level and creating a balance of power with the US, in turn.

On the other hand, Obama responds defensively to Russia’s aggression in Ukraine, maintains his ‘reset’ of undoing tension with Russia, and pursues Russian integration in other

areas than Ukraine in order to preclude Russia’s close relationship with other rising powers, such as China. In other words, today, Russia represents a threat to the US and Europe. Russia is moving away from Western democratic transformation while reinforcing authoritarianism. Putin abandons Western integration and moves eastward to form coalitions with non-democracies, such as China. Russia is moving eastward forming stronger ties with China and other Eurasian states to undermine the impact of the Western economic sanctions. The establishment of BRICS and the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU), which entered into force on January 2015, represent a new multipolar power operating at a global level and threaten the Western order, in turn.  

In addition, isolating Russia economically proved to be ineffective. This is because Russia plays a crucial role in the global economy and is a major producer of oil and natural gas. “Russia is economically important to Europe, supplying the EU with about one-third of its oil imports and more than 40% of its natural gas imports” In fact, the US and EU economic sanctions on Russia does more harm than good to the European economies without really deterring Russia. On the contrary, rather than being deterred, Putin retaliates and restricts Russia’s imports of food and agricultural products from the US and other Western states that impose sanctions on Russia. Many EU politicians criticized such policy of economic sanctions, considering it a futile policy from the beginning. They ascertain that economic sanctions on Russia endanger the EU more than it does to Russia itself. Andrejus Stancikas, the head of Lithuanian Chamber of Agriculture, argues that Moscow’s embargo, provoked by the US and the
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EU broader economic sanctions imposed on Russia, slaughters the EU dairy, poultry, and vegetables producers. He states that it is very dangerous because “it would be difficult for producers to redirect their exports toward the West because markets there are already awash with their own local goods that are now not going to Russia.” Consequently, Obama responds defensively to Russia’s aggression in Ukraine, maintains his ‘reset’ of undoing tension with Russia, and pursues Russia’s integration in other areas than Ukraine because neither policy of containment, which the US used to adopt since the end of Cold War in order to undermine Russia, nor Russia’s economic isolation are in the West’s best interest in today’s world.

*Domestic Level of Analysis*

Another aspect worth analyzing is domestic concerns. The US-Russia conflict over Ukraine serves rather than opposes Putin’s domestic interests. In other words, many Russians consider Crimea as a part of Russia. As declared by Putin, “in people's hearts and minds, Crimea has always been an inseparable part of Russia.” Russians and many Ukrainians view annexation of Crimea as a long awaited rectification of a historical mistake. According to Levada figures, almost 70% of Russians support Putin’s foreign policy towards Ukraine and 87% support the annexation of Crimea. In fact, Putin’s leadership popularity rose from 65% in 2013 to 85% post-annexation of Crimea in 2014. Therefore, Putin regime’s popularity and legitimacy largely rests on how well he conducts Russia’s foreign policy.

Although the Western sanctions have an adverse impact on the Russian economy, in the long term it serves Putin’s interests. To illustrate, since Putin took office in 2011, he declared his tendency to deliver economic statist policies, represented in state control over the market and the
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energy industry. This tendency “has grown stronger in recent years as Putin has emphasized state-driven economic modernization over a trust in the market … [and] committed enormous sums to increasing defence spending, large infrastructure projects, and a revival of plans to develop Russia’s Far East.”\(^\text{100}\) Thus, as Richard Connolly, a senior lecturer in Political Economy at University of Birmingham, argues, Western sanctions have induced Putin to reinforce his statist policies. Russia’s economic policies have turned to be more statist and nationalistic, favoring an increase in military spending and a decrease in the projections of liberal economic reform paralleled by an increase in domestic production and a decrease of Western economic integration. Consequently, the US economic sanction on Russia, instigated by Putin’s foreign policy of annexing Crimea, helps Putin to gain legitimacy over his economic policies.

Unlike the case in Russia, American public opinion encourages Obama to maintain his ‘reset’ of undoing tension with Russia. Although the majority of the republicans criticize Obama’s foreign policy of ‘leading from behind’ towards Ukraine and call it ‘feckless,’ most of the American public agree with Obama’s cautious and pragmatic policies especially in terms of military interventions.\(^\text{101}\) Recent surveys show that the percentages of Americans who favor non-military intervention far outweigh those who believe in US military intervention in global crisis.\(^\text{102}\) According to Chicago Council on Global Affairs surveys, there were dramatic decline in public support of war in Afghanistan and Iraq from 2006 to 2014 especially among


republicans. Moreover, the percentage of people who believe in the increase of defence spending has dropped from 42% in 1974 to 28% in 2014.

In terms of the US economy, although the unemployment rate has declined since Obama came to office in 2009, the employment rate and improvement in the standard of living remain to be relatively low.\textsuperscript{103} Most Americans had more expectations of Obama and so do not feel much improvement since Obama took office in 2009. Besides, the US economic assistance is now considered a waste of money by many Americans. Evidently, it is recognized that the US military intervention in Ukraine would cost a lot and the US economic assistance to Ukraine puts more burden on the US economy. Therefore, Obama seeks maintaining his ‘reset’ of undoing tension with Russia and resolving the Ukraine crisis through negotiation in order to avoid being detracted from his economic reform agenda.

\textit{Individual Level of Analysis}

On the individual level, leaders’ personality traits, political ideology, and doctrine need to be analyzed. Putin’s recent aggression in Ukraine and annexation of Crimea brought the question of who is Putin and what is ‘Putinism.’ Many scholars describe Putin as a ‘statist.’\textsuperscript{104} From a statist perspective, individuals exist to serve the state’s interests. In addition, since Putin entered the Kremlin, his major goal was to strengthen the Russian state through promoting Russia’s essential values and through reviving the Russian Orthodox Church, while abandoning the Western values. Other scholars describe Putin’s ideology, sometimes called Putinism, as “a special type of post-totalitarian authoritarianism in which the political police wields power on


behalf of the private interests of bureaucratic clans or corporations." Putin might be considered a politician whose ideology is based on his political interests. He believes that state interests and ambitions should transcend any ideology and the major threat to any political power comes from clashing ideologies. Therefore, as a statist, Putin considers the revolution in Ukraine as a major threat to the Russian state. He perceives Ukraine’s revolution as a US attempt to integrate Ukraine with the EU to expand its NATO alliance, thereby undermining the Russian state. In addition, preventing a new upheaval in Russia is one of Putin’s major concerns. The revolution in Ukraine threatened the stability of Putin’s own rule. Thus, Putin invaded Eastern Ukraine and annexed Crimea in order to ensure his own political survival. In other words, Putin fears the contagions effect of the Ukraine revolution. In fact, Ukraine’s integration with the EU would stimulate Russians to adopt the Western democratic model and hence transcend the Russian model. Therefore, the US-Russia cooperation in Ukraine is minimal because US ambitions in Ukraine challenge Putin’s statism and authoritarian ideology.

Regardless of the US-Putin clash of interests in Ukraine, cooperation remains to be possible in other issues that serve Putin’s doctrine. Putin’s doctrine is based on maintaining three major imperatives, which are basically: Russia’s nuclear superpower, Russia’s major role at the international level, and Russia’s regional hegemony. Firstly, Putin seeks to maintain strategic parity with the only other nuclear superpower and rejects all what might weaken this strategic parity. Iranian nuclear proliferation is not in Putin’s best interest. Therefore, Putin would collaborate with the US to establish the Iranian nuclear deal so as to maintain Russia’s nuclear
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superpower status. Secondly, in terms of maintaining its posture as a major actor at the
international level and as a regional hegemon, under Putin, the West has turned from a model to
an equal partner. Cooperation on ISIS is an opportunity for Putin to present Russia as a major
participant in global crises. In addition, the contemporary crisis in Syria is another opportunity
for Putin to consolidate Russia’s regional position by eliminating all reasons or justifications for
any potential US military intervention.

Obama’s, personality, ideology, and doctrine also need to be analyzed. Unlike Putin’s
statist personality, Obama is described as being high in openness. In other words, he seems open
to his opponents’ points of view and often debates them.\(^{108}\) Obama is, also, described as a
‘confident conciliator,’ who prefers settling disputes through mediation and compromise than
through force or coercion.\(^{109}\) Furthermore, unlike Putin’s authoritarian ideology, Obama adopts
an ideology of pragmatic liberalism, which is based on realities and promotes liberal ideas, such
as diplomacy in resolving conflicts. Applying such analysis on Ukraine crisis, Obama remains
open to Putin and pursues solving the Ukraine crisis through negotiation with Russia and
diplomacy rather than through direct military confrontation.

Concerning Obama’s doctrine, its major objective is more concerned with the domestic
realm than with the international realm. This signifies that the American resources would be
shifted from national security spending to domestic, social, and economic spending.\(^{110}\) In
addition, Obama’s doctrine is more oriented towards shared interests that transcend sovereign


national interests.\textsuperscript{111} Henry Nau, a Political Science and International Affairs scholar at Elliott School of International Affairs argues that, unlike Bush’s doctrine of democracy promotion and unilateral leadership, Obama’s doctrine is more concerned with issues that integrate the world, such as stability, disarmament, regulations, and diplomacy. It targets security not democracy, retrenchment not unilateral interventions, and diplomacy not force. Therefore, Obama adopts a defensive approach towards the crisis in Ukraine and seeks to maintain his ‘reset’ of undoing tension with Russia in order to avoid detracting money and effort from his very ambitious domestic reform agenda. Regardless of Russia’s democratic or autocratic values, Obama pursues cooperation with Russia where both states can benefit, as in the case of nuclear disarmament.

In the final analysis, we can say that no single level of analysis can entirely explain the contemporary US-Russia relations. However, a comprehensive framework of the contemporary US-Russia relations could be visualized on the basis of the three aforementioned levels of analysis. In other words, in order to understand the constant shift and change in the degree of US and Russia’s collaboration, we must do character analyses of the leaders who navigate their countries in the rough and turbulent world of politics. We must, also, consider domestic factors, such as public opinion and economy that shape the state’s decisions as well as the international environment that influences state behavior and state interaction with each other. The recent Ukraine crisis witnessed antagonism between the US and Russia. Although Obama maintains his ‘reset’ of undoing tension with Russia and responds defensively to Putin’s annexation of Crimea, the extent of hostility or cooperation between both states over the Ukraine crisis is, largely, based on Putin’s objectives and goals. Russians still views the world from a Cold War lens. It considers US intervention in Ukraine as interference in Russia’s sphere of influence. Domestically, instead of being deterred, Putin exploited the US and EU economic sanctions to gain legitimacy on his

statist and nationalistic policies in addition to consolidating his authoritarian regime. At a more global scale, Putin’s annexation of Crimea indicates Putin’s resentment to an order that the US and EU imposed on Russia since the end of the Cold War.
Chapter V: Conclusion

This research answers the question of did the Ukraine crisis mark the end of Obama’s ‘reset’ with Russia. This research reveals that some elements of Obama ‘reset’ with Russia remained to exist after the Ukraine crisis. The US and Russia continued to maintain cooperative relations on the issues of Syrian crisis, combatting ISIS, and the Iranian Nuclear program regardless of their differences in Ukraine.

Through examining the dynamics of the US-Russia relations in the post-Cold War period, this research reveals that both Clinton and Bush administrations failed to maintain an efficient long-term relationship with Russia because they failed to meet the post-Cold War promises of Russia’s internal reform. In addition, the US policy of NATO enlargement was always ambiguous. NATO enlargement always inflamed the feelings of Russian nationalism and Russia did not seem to give up its great power status quo. Unlike Clinton and Bush, Obama succeeded to maintain his ‘reset’ with Russia because his administration had neither something to do with Russia’s internal reform nor prioritized NATO enlargement. In other words, Obama dealt with a political and economic system that Russia had already developed for almost two decades earlier. After few years of US-Russia confrontation, Obama sought to establish a required ‘reset’ based on pragmatism and respect. The ‘reset’ was mainly built, during Obama’s first term, around the personal friendly relationship between Obama and Medvedev. Although the major element of the ‘reset’ had been devastated when Putin returned in office, during Obama’s second term, for Obama’s administration, maintaining ‘reset’ with Russia was always a priority even after the return of Putin to the Russian presidency. Russia was considered a crucial potential partner on various grounds, from international security to global climate change. Both states did not share common goals, but they remained to share common threats, such as combating terrorism. Thus,
Obama’s administration tried to separate issues and keep disputes from precluding cooperation on other areas.

The current confrontation between Russia and the US in Ukraine was briefly experienced in Georgia, in 2008. Russia considered Georgia an integral part of its sphere of influence. Yet, NATO ignored Russia’s interests in the region and underestimated Russia’s ability to prevent the Georgians from joining NATO alliance. NATO failed to reassure the Georgians and to provoke Russia. It failed to deter Russia to oppose the West in Georgia. Today, Russia opposes again the West in Ukraine, a geostrategic pivot that plays a pivotal role in the emergence of Russia as a regional superpower. Like offensive realists, Putin did not believe that international law would secure weaker states and so he would willingly violate other states’ sovereignty if Russia’s security interests were at stake. Russia could be also adequately described as a *revisionist state*, which employs its force to change the Western international order. Russia’s aggression in Ukraine was nothing but a resistance to the Western World. It did not target change in the outcomes, but a change in the rules of the game. Russia did not accept either the EU or the US rules, but it sought to impose new rules on the West. However, Obama responded defensively to Russia’s aggression in Ukraine by forming a balancing coalition with the EU to impose economic sanctions on Russia rather than by escalating direct military confrontation with Russia in order to maintain his ‘reset’ of undoing tension with Russia and pursue his pragmatic interests. Thus, great power rivalry has re-appeared in form of economic sanctions instead of traditional political warfare.

Consequently, it has been generally presumed by International Relation analysts that it was mainly the US-Russia tension in Ukraine that brought an end to Obama-Russia ‘reset.’ Yet, both the US and Russia proved that they still managed to accomplish some pragmatic bargains in
pursuit of mutual interests regardless of their tension in Ukraine. In 2014, the shared interest of both the US and Russia to put Syria’s arsenal beyond use represented a new feature of US-Russia engagement in resolving the Syrian crisis regardless of their tension in Ukraine. In 2015, both the US and Russia had mutual interests in resolving the Syrian crisis because Syria turned to be a battlefield for terrorism and a threat to the West in general and to Russia in particular. Regardless of differences between both states on Syria leadership, they agreed on the necessity for cooperation over defeating ISIS. The threat of ISIS made cooperation between the US and Russia indispensable because neither the US nor Russia could face ISIS unilaterally. Also, regardless of their tension in Ukraine, the US and Russia continued to share a common interest of preventing the nuclear program of North Korea and Iran.

Last though not least, although differences between Putin and Obama will continue to escalate in Ukraine, today’s global challenges stimulate Putin and Obama to collaborate rather than compete. Both of them face common security threats, such as ISIS. Global challenges turned to be broader and more complicated. In today’s world, threats do not come from state actors only, but also from non-state actors and the environment. Today’s threats, such as climate change and global terrorism, affect every region in the world and every state regardless of its ideology or power capability. Neither the US nor Russia or any other state has been able to develop a comprehensive strategy to tackle all of these global threats.
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